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Dr. Rob’s revolutionary
‘compulsive awareness’
training
C o m p u l s i v e Awa r e n e ss

training is a systematic way of helping you gain greater

control over your physical and/or mental compulsions. The system helps you identify,
develop greater insight, and gain better control over your compulsive behavior. This is
done through specially designed worksheets used to track your symptoms on a daily basis.
This is important because compulsions only lengthen the recovery time by undermining
exposure homework. So with systemic compulsion awareness a person gets training to
significantly reduce and ultimately eliminate their compulsive behavior.
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“Conquering Fear and Anxiety has given me the
strength and wisdom to guide others toward peace.”
- Dr. Robert lancer
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Freedom From
Social Anxiety
Programs allows
you to ‘Rise Within’
and successfully
make social anxiety
a part of your past.
Dr. Rob’s program
gives you the tools
and strategies to
reclaim a peaceful
and productive life.
“ B e Y o u r s e l f,
Not Your
D i s o r d e r . ”
— D RL

freedom from
social anxiety
This program is specially designed to give you the ultimate edge over
your social anxiety. The program offers:
• Identification of anxiety triggers (situations, places, people)
• Learn how to rethink the way you think about fear, uncertainty,
& doubt
• Develop a gradual exposure hierarchy that helps you ‘Face Your Fears’
• Assertiveness and communication training
• Skills to break free from negative thinking and shift to a
Positive mindset
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